
CONTENT
What are we looking for?
We are looking for new work from emerging playwrights and movement-
theatre/dance pieces that centre on queer stories and characters.

What do we mean? Queer stories and characters?
We are looking for submissions that explore the everyday challenges and 
successes experienced by members of the queer community. Playwrights are 
welcome to explore any of these experiences and we accept submissions 
written from different perspectives.
Ex. The perspective of a queer person vs. the perspective of a non-queer 
person (a parent reflecting on their queer child).

How long can my piece be?
One-act plays must be a maximum of 20 minutes each and movement-theatre 
pieces a maximum of 5 minutes each.

How many characters/performers can be in my piece?
We have found that the most successful pieces have a cast range of 1 - 4 
performers. We do encourage artists to write/submit something with a smaller 
cast in mind.

Is the Out-Of-Region submission restricted to a one-person show?
The Out-Of-Region submission is still encouraged to have a cast range of 1 - 4
performers. How to best include the out-of-region submission will be determined 
after the completion of the workshops.

If I wrote/created my piece, do I need to direct it?
You may chose to have someone else direct your piece or you might chose to 
have Page1 help you find a director/cast.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS



WHAT TO EXPECT
What will the festival provide?
Page1 will provide everything necessary for the workshops and the festival 
including a lighting and sound designer, festival stage manager and backstage 
crew.

What about props and set pieces?
Each selected piece is responsible for it’s own set pieces and props. In the past, 
Page1 has worked with the different groups to source similar set pieces that can 
be shared.

How will the show be promoted?
Page1 will promote OutFest with photos and videos captured during the 
workshop process. We will create promotional images that can be shared, as 
well as a poster and other social media ads.

PROCESS
What is the process for those selected to be involved?
1) The festival line-up is selected by a jury in August
2) Workshops are organized for September and November
3) Between November and January, groups will hold auditions, select directors, 
and begin rehearsals.
4) There will be a production meeting in January where each group will present 
their work. The piece does not need to be fully polished. This is an opportunity 
for us to capture footage/pictures, and for directors to speak with the Festival 
SM and designers (lighting/sound) about their desires.

If selected, do I need to have a creative team (director, actor(s), and 
or stage manager) selected before the workshop?
Both local and Out-Of-Region playwrights will not need to have sourced a 
director or actor(s) for their piece prior to the workshops. Page1 will provide 
actors to read during the workshops. A director and/or actor(s) will be sourced 
once we have completed two workshops.

Why will a director be sourced and auditions held after the workshop 
in November?
We are sourcing work that is still in development and may undergo many 



changes during the workshop process. In our experience it’s best to source the 
creative team after November when the workshops are complete.

Can I cast my script before the workshops?
Yes. You still may choose to cast your piece before the workshops begin so that 
your actors can attend.

WORKSHOPS
What is the purpose of the workshops?
The purpose of the workshops is to allow the writer the opportunity to hear 
their script read aloud, for the creative team to ask questions that will support 
the development of the work and to provide feedback. At no point will any 
writer(s)/creator(s) be forced to do something that they feel is not authentic
to their work/project. The workshops are a tool that can be used by everyone to 
further develop their piece, to ask questions, or to clarify their own work.

Do I need to attend the workshops?
Yes. 

If I am the Out-Of-Region submission, do I need to bring my entire 
cast?
Funds have been set aside for the playwright to attend the workshops and 
actors will be provided to read for you.

OUT-OF-REGION SUBMISSIONS
I am submitting as an Out-of-Region Submission, what will be 
covered?
Page1 will cover you travel expenses to and from Kitchener-Waterloo, and 
depending on distance, one night accommodations.

If selected, what ways can I travel to Kitchener-Waterloo?
At this time we are only able to cover travel expenses to and from Kitchener-
Waterloo that are arranged by VIA Rail, bus, and or car/gas.
Example
• Playwrights living in the Ottawa or Montreal area will take a VIA Train to



Toronto where additional travel arrangement will be made.
• Playwrights living in Sarnia or Windsor area can take a VIA Train to
Kitchener. Or, if they have access to a car, their gas will be compensated.

What will happen once the workshops are complete?
Upon completion of the workshops, the playwright and the Page1 creative 
team will discuss how to best include the out-of-region submission as part of 
OutFest in March 2020.This decision will depend on the cast size, where the 
playwright resides, and how Page1 can further assist the project.
Example 1.
• It is determined that based on where the playwright resides, the size of the
cast, and or available funds, the piece is too challenging to mount and bring
to KW. Instead, a local actor(s) and a director from KW will mount the piece
for OutFest in March 2020.
Example 2.
• It is determined that the playwright is able to mount the piece in their
hometown and bring it to KW in March of 2020.

MOVEMENT THEATRE/ DANCE SUBMISSIONS
Can I submit if my piece is longer than 5 minutes or shorter than 15 
minutes?
Yes. The OutFest lineup will feature either one submission or several movement-
theatre/dance submissions (2-3) with a maximum runtime of 15 minutes.

Can I submit a collection of pieces?
Yes. An artist may submit a collection of pieces or a single submission.

How large can my cast be?
For movement-theatre/dance submissions we suggest a maximum cast of 3 - 4.

Do movement-theatre/dance submissions need to take part in the 
workshops?
The workshops are mainly designed for the playwrights. However, dancers/artists 
in the movement-theatre category can request to have their work reviewed by 
Artistic Producer Jeff Fox. Jeff is an accomplished dancer/theatre performer 
who has toured North America, and Europe with his work, including his Ted Talk 
on Liquid Lead Dancing. 



Are there funds for dancers/dance groups to attend OutFest?
Unfortunately at this time Page1 is unable to provide funding for dancers/artists 
in the movement-theatre/dance category to travel to Kitchener-Waterloo to 
take part in OutFest 2020.

FUNDS
Will the writer/creator be compensated?
Each selected writer/creator will be awarded a $100 honorarium (Canadian) 
if selected. If there are multiple writers/creators, the $100 honorarium will be 
divided.

Is Page1 able to offer a ticket split with those involved in OutFest 2020?
Unfortunately at this time Page1 is not able to offer a ticket split. This was a 
goal that we tried to set for ourselves. However, as a young company it is not 
something we are able to offer at this time. There is a lot of uncertainty when 
it comes to grant writing, especially now, and as a team we feel it is important 
that we ensure that we are able to continue to produce and present additional 
shows including OutFest, throughout the year.
We as queer people need to remain visible. We, as a company need to 
continue to present and support queer artists in any way we can.


